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'WORRYING' Princess Michael of Kent,
76, ill with blood clots after having two
Covid jabs

15 May 2021, 21:40

PRINCESS Michael of Kent is unwell with blood clots
after having two Covid jabs — although no link has
been established.

The royal, 76, has been recovering at home from
serious ill-effects for almost a month.

🔵  Read our coronavirus live blog for the latest
updates

EXCLUSIVE
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Princess Michael of Kent is unwell with blood clots after
having two Covid jabs Credit: Getty - Contributor
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The princess is married to the Queen’s paternal cousin
Prince Michael of Kent, 78 Credit: Rex Features

She is married to the Queen’s paternal cousin Prince
Michael of Kent, 78.

The concern for her health emerged after she had
both of her Oxford/AstraZeneca jabs earlier this year,
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a source close to the princess told The Sun on
Sunday.

The AZ vaccine has been linked with rare blood clots.

The source added: “The princess has been unwell and
has sought medical attention.

“It has been a worrying time for those around her.

“It has been difficult for those close to her to see her
suffering. She’s really been through it.”

Last November, The Sun on Sunday revealed that
Princess Michael had been diagnosed with Covid and
was forced to self-isolate at her home in Kensington
Palace, West London.

Her media spokesman Simon Astaire said last night: “I
cannot comment on health issues.”

Earlier this month, government advisers said those
aged 30 to 39 should be offered an alternative to the
Oxford/AstraZeneca jab “where practically possible”
because of blood clot fears.

Princess Michael was diagnosed with Covid November and
forced to self-isolate at her home in Kensington Palace,
West London Credit: Alamy
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Millions of its doses have been safely administered in
Europe, but concerns linger over a rare type of clot
seen in an extremely small number of recipients.

News of Princess Michael’s blood clots comes a week
after The Sunday Times reported her husband was
willing to use his royal status for personal profit, and
to seek favours from Russian president Vladimir
Putin.

The Queen’s cousin told undercover reporters posing
as South Korean investors that he could be hired for
£10,000 a day to make “confidential” representations
to Mr Putin’s regime.

HARRY FEARS

A LEADING clinical psychologist has warned that
Prince Harry will have to work hard if he wants
to avoid turning into his own father as a parent.

Dr Andrew Mendonsa praised his “courage” in
talking about his mental health and said being
trapped in a life you no longer want can
sometimes “stunt” you.

It follows Harry’s podcast interview with Dax
Shepard last Thursday when he criticised Prince
Charles’ parenting skills and claimed he wanted to
“break the cycle” with his own kids.

Dr Mendonsa, 42, said: “The theme of somehow
following in a parent’s legacy or industry and not
wanting that life can really stunt a person. Many

BIG JAB England
hits 50M Covid
vaccine milestone
as 667 daily cases
& 6 deaths
recorded

RIOT ARRESTS
Teen boy, 16, and
four men arrested
after cars set on
fire in Swansea
riots

BOOZE RAMPAGE
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kicking paramedic
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folks hear ‘you can be anything you want to be’
but in some cases, a person’s future is already
scripted.”
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Prince Michael of Kent involved in discussions
appearing to sell royal access to Vladimir Putin
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